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Hello!

Unfortunately, I have some unpleasant news for you.

Roughly several months ago I have managed to get a complete access to all devices that you use to browse internet.

Afterwards, I have proceeded with monitoring all internet activities of yours.

You can check out the sequence of events summarize below: Previously I have bought from hackers a special access to various email 
accounts (currently, it is rather a straightforward thing that can be done online).

Clearly, I could effortlessly log in to your email account as well.

One week after that, I proceeded with installing a Trojan virus in Operating Systems of all your devices, which are used by you to login to 
your email.

Actually, that was rather a simple thing to do (because you have opened a few links from your inbox emails previously).

Genius is in simplicity. ( ~_~)

Thanks to that software I can get access to all controllers inside your devices (such as your video camera, microphone, keyboard etc.).

I could easily download all your data, photos, web browsing history and other information to my servers.

I can access all your social networks accounts, messengers, emails, including chat history as well as contacts list.

This virus of mine unceasingly keeps refreshing its signatures (since it is controlled by a driver), and as result stays unnoticed by antivirus 
software.

Hereby, I believe by this time it is already clear for you why I was never detected until I sent this letter...

While compiling all the information related to you, I have also found out that you are a true fan and frequent visitor of adult websites.

You truly enjoy browsing through porn websites, while watching arousing videos and experiencing an unimaginable satisfaction.

To be honest, I could not resist but to record some of your kinky solo sessions and compiled them in several videos, which demonstrate you 
masturbating and cumming in the end.

If you still don't trust me, all it takes me is several mouse clicks to distribute all those videos with your colleagues, friends and even relatives.

In addition, I can upload them online for entire public to access.

I truly believe, you absolutely don't want such things to occur, bearing in mind the kinky stuff exposed in those videos that you usually watch, 
(you definitely understand what I am trying to say) it will result in a complete disaster for you.
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Where does social engineering stand?
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Other SE attacks

 SIM swapping
 prepaid
 post-paid

 CEO fraud
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Social engineering simulation

 SMiShing
 phishing
 vishing
 in-person attacks

 device drops

 etc.

 Verifies if your employees 
have the necessary 
knowledge and tools

 Helps identify gaps in 
employee training and 
defense procedures

 Allows to gauge your 
resilience to most popular 
type of cyber attacks

Simulation types Advantages



  

Thank you!

@KirilsSolovjovs
https://kirils.org/
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